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County
Dems.
gather

UNOFFICIAL RESULTS
Here are election results
of selected offices and
issues current to the time
of print. The Wood County
Board of Election's Web
site reports all precincts
were fully counted.

By Angela L Gorier and Zach Herman
U. S. President
(National Pop. Vote)
George W. Bush (R)
51%
John Kerry (D)
48%
Other Candidates
1%
U. S. Senator
George Voinovich (R) 64%
Eric Fingerhut (D)
36%
Issue 1 — Marriage
Yes
62%
No
38%
Issue 4 — Toledo
Smoking Ban Changes
Yes
54%
No
46%
U. S. Rep. — Dist. 5
Paul Gillmor (R)
67%
Robin Weinrach (D)
33%
State Senate - Dist. 2
Randy Gardner (R)
61.5%
Nathan Nickens (D)
38.5%
Wood Co. Clerk of Cts.
Rebecca A. Bhaer
62%
Matthew P. Lyons (D)
38%
State Rep. — Dist. 6
Robert E. Latta (R)
63%
Scott R. McCarty (D)
37%
Wood Co. Tax Levy Alcohol, Drug. Mental
Health Services
For Tax Levy
52%
Against Ta« Levy
48%

A night that began with great
optimism ended in resignation
Tuesday, as the Wood County
Democratic Party saw at least 10
of their endorsed candidates fall
to conservative challengers.
Party members and supporters gathered at the Simpson
Park Building in Bowling Green
to monitor election returns and
cheer for their choices. The crowd,
boisterous in the early evening
dwindled as precincts reported
bad news for the Democratic
candidates.
University student and Wood
County clerk of courts hopeful
Matt Lyons was on hand for the
event He said he knew running
■Kabul incumbent Rebecca
Bhaer would be tough.
"I knew this was going to be an
uphill race," Lyons said. "1 don't
know how to feel." At the time,
Lyons had 37 percent of the iota
in Wood County, with 65 percent
of votes counted. He finished at
32 percent.
Sixth-district state representative candidate Scott McCarty
and Ohio senate hopeful Nathan
Nickens were also among the
attendees. McCarty, who ran
unusccessfully in 2002, knew
what to expect.

Wood County Voting
Ballots Cast
61.865
Tot. Registered Voters 90,688
Percentage Voted
68.22%

DEMOCRATS, PAGE 2
Ptwto Illustration by Ashley Nitils. Bt Mews

86 NB« File Photo

ELECTION DAY: Wood County residents and students participate in this year's election.

Long lines dorft deter students from polls
Voting is No. 1 priority for students over
classes, work
By Kara Hull
NEWS EDITOR

KanHul BGNews

WAITING: Students patiently wait to cast their vote yesterday.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™RSDAY

The long lines on the second
floor of the Union yesterday
mimicked those at Cedar Point.
But here silver voting
booths — not a one-minute thrill ride — waited
around the bend.
Voters, mostly University
students, inched their way to
the voting booths on campus
yesterday with some waiting as
long as two hours to cast their
ballot.
Yesterday's high turnout at

ELECTION

the precincts on campus was
unprecedented and caught
many election workers off
guard, said Anne Blaha, a
staff member with the Wood
County Board of Elections.
Provisional ballots could also be
cast at the Union if voters were
out of their registered county
and did not vote through an
absentee ballot
"This has never happened in
all the times I've been out here,"
Blahu said. "We knew it was
going to be big, but this has
exceeded our expectations. I
wish we could have been better
prepared, but we rolled with the
punches."

Presidential race unfolds
President Bush and John Kerry traded victories and then sweated
out the conclusion as Ohio loomed as this year's Florida.
Results as ol 11:39 p.m. CST Mov. 2

Kerry: 188

LINES, PAGE 3

SATURDAY

Showers

High:54"
Low: 33"

200J

^*

SUNDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 53*
Low: 36"

ELECTION WAS NOT DECIDED AT TIME OF PRINT FOR UP TO DATE NEWS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Showers

High:51*
Low. 33'
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Ohio Republicans strive for victory
By Miranda Bond
t E »r URES 101IOH

Cheers, music and
nervous bul excited
Republicans filled the
1 lyatt Hotel last night in
downtown Columbus.
Republicans including
the University's College
Republicans, gathered
here from all over the
state to watch the election results. Bob Taft,
along with members of
various state candidate
campaigns, was present
at the hotel.

"Today democracy won; millions ofOhioans waited patiently
for hours at the polls to exercise their right to vote for a record
turnout."
BOB TAFT, GOVERNOR

"I think it's a great atmosphere, a lot of people are coming
together from all over the state for one common purpose, and
that is to celebrate a Republican victory in the United States and
the state of Ohio, and we just hope everything goes our way."
JORDAN GRANT,
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

"1 think that this is a great experience, and also it's a great
opportunity for young college Republicans to get out there and see
what everything is all about."
KATIE CRALL,
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

"Ohio is very difficult to call right now...
There are a lot of things working in favor of
Kerry and a lot of things working in favor
of President Bush"
0AV» JACKSON, POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR

County Dems.
wait for upset
DEMOCRATS, FROM PAGE 1

"This is the second time I've
nan," he said. "I know pretty
much what to expect" McCarty
and Nickens were both defeated.
At press time, the presidential
race remained undecided, with
President George W. Bush projected to win 246 electoral votes
to John Kerry's 207. Ohio had not
been called for either candidate,

but Democrats remained cautiously optimistic.
Watching the returns at the
Black Swamp Pub. political science professor David lackson
evaluated the race.
"Ohio is very difficult to call
right now," he said. "There are a
lot of things working in favor of
Kerry and a lot of things working
in favor of President Bush."

Arafat follows US. election despite health
By Scheherezade Faramarzi
IHl «SS0CIAtf_D PSF.SSS

CLAMART, France (API —Tests
mi Yasser Arafat showed problem', with his digestion, but the
Palestinian leader has recovered
sufficiently to undergo examinations thai could not have been
done when he was first rushed to
France, an aide said Tuesday
Arafat, 75, felt well enough to
follow the U.S. election, and over
the past two days was able to
talk with doctors, colleagues and
heads of state, Palestinian officials said.
Nevertheless, there was still
no public information about the
cause of his dramatic deterioration in health.
Leila Shahid, the Palestinian
envoy to France, said tests showed
an improvement in Arafat's white
blood cell count but also "persistent abnormalities" in indicators
for digestive function. Initial tests
had "confirmed an abnormal
blood count, high white blood
cell count and low platelet count

and tilled out the diagnosis of
leukemia," she said.
"President Arafat's condition
has improved sufficiently for
him to undergo tests that would
not have been performed upon
admission," Shahid said, leading from a statement she said
was drafted by the French military hospital treating Arafat and
released with his consent.
"For the past 48 hours, he has
been able to converse with his
doctors and close relatives, colleagues and heads of state," she
said.
Arafat, who has been ill for
three weeks, took a turn for the
worse Oct. 27, collapsing and
briefly losing consciousness.
Blood tests performed while
he was still In Ramallah in the
West Bank revealed a low blood
platelet count. Platelets are blood
components that aid clotting
Physicians gave Arafat a platelet transfusion shortly after he
was tranferred to a military hospital near Paris on Friday.

"President
Arafat's condition
has improved
sufficiently for him
to undergo tests that
would have been
performed upon
admission"

their leader is feeling much better since he arrived in France
and that he does not suffer from
leukemia, cancer or any type of
poisoning
"He was in a very good mood,"
said a close aide, Mohammed
Rashid. "He followed up on the
situation in the territories.... He
condemned the attack in Tel Aviv
as well as the Israeli attacks in the
Palestinian territories."
Arafat felt well enough to follow the U.S. election, according
LELIA SHAHID,
to Rashid.
PALESTINIAN ENVOY TO FRANCE
"Of course President Arafat does,
Israel military intelligence's lat- because it has a huge impact on
est judgment is that doctors had everybody," Rashid said. "There
not completed their diagnosis is no politician in the world who
but were considering that Arafat is not watching this election."
had either a viral stomach disorChristian Estripeau, head of
der tliat can be treated or some communications for French milfonn of stomach cancer, accord- itary health services, said doctors
ing to an Israeli official.
are still performing tests.
Fathi Arafat, a brother of the
"When we have the results,
Palestinian leader, isbeingtreated we can release them if the famAMHwu AP Photo
at a Cairo hospital for advanced ily authorizes it, if the president
LEADER: Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat makes a V-sign as he
cancer, hospital officials in Egypt authorizes it," he said.
welcomes suporters. one of which mirrors Arafat's gesture, upon his
said TXiesday.
Palestinian officials have said
arrival to his headquarters.
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THE TRUTH IS...'

WITH THESE
INGREDIENTS.
WE COULDN'T

«v»v

DURING SNOW, ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS.
The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (Including all cul-de-sacs) dutlng "Snow Emergencies." A "Snow
Emergency" can be declared It snow, Ice, or sleet is torecast, and in any case win automatically become effective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches two Inches (2").
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will contain the effective time of the
emergency. If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow Emergency having been declared, the police desk will be able to
advise the official time at which snow reached the two inch depth.
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., motorists have two hours In which to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets.
If the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.. motorists have until 9:00 a.m. to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets.
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation of the regulations are subiect to being towed at owner expense
If a particularly bad storm Is forecast, additional streets may be designated In the declaration of emergency. If this should
happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media and to post temporary "NO PARKING" signs.
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS" and dre printed below. "SNOW STREET" signs have been erected on snow
streets. It is pointed out. however, that the absence of signs will not relieve motorists of responsibility for improper parking.
Although the City will make every effort to Inform the public of the existence of probable development of weather conditions
requiring removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still responsible for determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their vehicles If required by the regulations.

FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:

SUCK IF WE TRIED.
Uiv»

THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS

'<

■TV V*

NORTH-SOUTH STREETS
8entwood- Scott Hamilton to Brookwood
Buttonwood Avenue West Wooster Street to Sand Ridge Road
Campbell Hill Road From East wooster Street
southerly within corporation limits
Church Street- Sand Ridge Road to Clay Street
Dunbridge Road- Easr Poe Road to Route 6
Enteiprlie Street- Poe Road to Palmer Ave.
Hasklns Road- West Wooster Street to Northern
Corporation limits
Grove Street- Poe Road to Sand Ridge Road
tatoyette Boulevard- Entire length
Larchwood Drive- Entire length
Maple Street Conneaut Ave. to Sand Ridge Road
Marttndale Road- Pearl Street to Meltose Street
Mercer Road- Scott Hamilton to South Terminus
North College Drive Ridge Street to Newton Road
Prospect Street- Napoleon Road to East Poe Road
Summit Street- Poe Road to Napoleon Road
Stonegate Boulevard- West Wooster Street to Sheffield Drive
Wlntergarden Road- Sand Ridge Road lo West Poe Road

^T*W»Y IO«J»V
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WE NEVER. EVER USE SHflOV MEATS. PRE SLICED VECGES
OR IM BREM IN OUR SANDWICHES. HONES! WEIL JUST
GO AHEAD AND LEAVE THE SUCKING TO THE OTHER GUVS.

WW LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.
SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E.WOOSTER-419-352-7200

EAST-WEST STREETS
Bishop Rood- North Main Street to Brim Road
Brookwood Bentwood to Mercer Rd.

Burrwood Bentwood to Mercer Rd.

EAST-WEST STREETSfCont.)
Clay Street- North Mom Street to North Grove street
Clough Street- South Main Street to eastern terminus In Stadium View
Apt. complex
Conneaut Avenue- North Grove Street to Mitchell Road
Court Street- North Grove Street to fhurstln Avenue
Gypsy Lane Road Sand Ridge Road to Dunbridge Road
Industrial Parkway- Entire length
Lehman Avenue- Entire length
East Merry Avenue- Ihurstln Avenue ro Mercer Road
Peart Street South Main Street to West Wooster St.
Research Drive- Entire length
Sand Ridge Road- South Main Street to Wlntergarden Road
Scott Hamilton- Bentwood to Campbell Hill Rd
Sheffield Drive- Stonegate Boulevard to Wlntergarden Road
Wallace Avenue-North Grove to Hasklns Rd.
Woodbrtdge Boulevard- Entire Length
Woodland Circle- Entire length
Wooster Street- Western corporation limits to Dunbridge Road
except that parking Is permitted at parking meters during
the hours of parking meter operation In the 100 block ol
East Wooster Street and the 100 block ot West Wooster
Street unless within the corporation limits specially
prohibited In a Declaration of Snow Emergency
Wren Road-Entire Length

CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Arlington Court
Boone Court
Brownwood Court
Brownwood Drive
Carol Road
Charles Street
Cherry HI Drive
Clark Street
Cieorwater Rood
Cobblestone Lane
Country Club Drive

Dakota Court
Devonshire Street
Dogwood Court
Erie Court
Ferndole Avenue
Gleneagtes Drive
HomWon Court
Hickory Court
Hunter Court
John Court
KeH Court
LenlonFord Circle

Madison Court
Manitoba Drtve
Melrose Court
Monroe Court
Oakwood Court
Partridge Lone
Plcordle Court
Ranch Court
Robin Court
Rosewood Court
Reeves Court

Saint Annes Court
Sawgrost Court
Short CWcte
Sunrise Drive
lomorac Lane
Tree Top Place
Touralne Avenue
Turnberry Court
vale Court
Valleyvlew Drive
Von Buren Court
Warbler Court
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Rules shift
until finish

Lines hinder some, lack relevance for others

LINES, FROM PAGE 1

Bill Valichnac laughed about the
fact that the last time he voted on
punches."
When the polls closed yester- campus he walked in easily.
"I voted in the last election here
day at 7:30 p.m„ 1,430 people had
voted in the Union, with more and we didn't have a line at all,"
he said. "1 can't wait to see what
than UK) still waiting in line.
Workers like Blaha scurried the numbers are."
A combination of what's
up and down the lines yesterday answering questions, hand- at stake in this election and
ing out provisional ballots and increased mobilization efforts
encouraging voters to "hang in have probably pushed polling
there." Several water stations places to be more crowded than
were set up, and volunteers from ever, said University alum.ius
the Wood County Democratic and former USG President losh
headquarters passed out drinks Kontak as he waited near the end
and candy to those waiting in of the line yesterday afternoon.
"I think just the expansion
line last night just before the polls
efforts of the major parties to get
closed.
"I know that there were people out the vote has helped," he said.
that were getting a little antsy, "1 don't think this is a unique pheBlaha said. "But nobody's been nomenon to BGSU. I think this is
upset. Everybody's been extreme- something we'll see worldwide."
University senior Jason Reissig
ly patient and courteous. If we're
willing to stand in line for other is just glad he waited until after
class to vote.
things, we should be for voting."
"I was totally surprised by the
According to Al Baldwin, chair
of the Wood County Board of numberofpeopleinline.'hesaid
Elections, the Union wasn't the yesterday afternoon. "It's good to
only place where voters were see the turnout, but thankfully
being forced to wait. Lines at St. I had a cell phone to call family
Marks Uitheran Church were so and friends to pass die time."
But for many, sluggish lines
long that Baldwin split the precinct yesterday, calling in three meant skipping class, work, or
even meala It's worth the wait
additional staffers to help.
Though Blaha wished she though, they said.
After waiting for almost an
could get people through faster,
die farmer part-time political sci- hour and with dozens of people
eoce instructor at the University still in front of her, sophomore
said yesterday's lines made some- Carin Horn knows she'll be late
for class. But she doesn't care.
thing jump inside her.
"(Voting) is important. It's werj
"I love seeing people vote. It
just does my heart good," she important," she said. "It's a right
said. "I know it's been a long day. so 1 want to take advantage of it."
University sophomore Nick
I haven't had anything to eat and
I haven't sat down all day, but lavvson. who was ready to vote
I'm just really pleased with (the for the first time, echoes Horn's

By Bob Moser
COPT CHIEF

COLUMBUS-Ohioans responded yesterday to a call for action, a
call for responsibility and a call
for participation in what has
been the most highly anticipated
election on a national and state
level in ice mi memory
In tact, their response was so
overwhelmingly large, we still
don't know the final numbers.
As i,t midnight last night, voter
turnout across the state was estimated bj the Secretary ol States
office at 73 percent Al press time
three-fourths of all precincts
had been reported, with a total
ol 1285 million participants so
far. The actual number of people
estimated to have voted ill Ohio
is 5.8 million, according to Dana
Walch, Director of legislative
Affairs for the Secretary of States
Office.
In the 2000 election, 63 percent
of Ohio voters made ir out to the
polls..
Even though election offices
around the state tried to prepare
themselves for the 7.98 million
Ohio citizens who were registered, yesterdays turnout siill
overwhelmed the polls, to the
point of lines stretching outdoors
into poll place parking lots,
In order to combat discouragement for those still waiting
to vote pasi H:0i> p.m. a federal
judge ordered the Franklin and
Knox County boards ol elec
tions ID provide paper ballots or
am other form of voting to help
process people -.till remaining in
lone lines,
This ruling, put into effect 30
minutes after ii was released at
8:15 pm., also aided those voting
in Warren County ncai Cincinnati,
where people were still waiting
in line at 1130 last night. The
lawyers from the Franklin Hoard
of Elections and Ohio Secretary
ol state |. Kenneth BlackweU
objected to the ruling and have
attempted to tile an immediate
appeal, saying an; votes not cast
mi .i regular electronic machines
would be illegal.

views.

turnout)."

"It's a pretty big deal," he said.
I 01 students like junior Sarah
Merder, the hoards of voters at "YbU can't really voice your opinthe Union yesterday came as a ion on anything unless you vote.
USG President Alex Wright was
shock.
"I thought t)li. (loci, how many excited with yesterday's numappointments and classes am 1 bers and hoped that the eroucls
going to miss to do this?'" she signaled a change in the tradi
said just before hitting the one- tional trends of low voter turnout
hour mark of lit-r wail. "I'm defi- among college-age students.
"I'm thrilled." he said. "I thought
niiiiv lor Election Day being a
and hoped we'd have a good
national holiday."
I'laying Tctris on his graphing turnout"
calculator while he waited, senior

Kara Hull

B6NH

READING UP: Fteshmen Lamont Green (left) and Jessie Laux take in voter information while in line to vott
yesterday at the Union.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Not sure when you register for Spring 2005?
Check out registration assignment times at
http://wvvw.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar/Registration.html

Sponsored by Advising Network
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NO COVER

THURSDAY

Si ~ Domestic Drafts
$2.50-■ Bombs Specials

CHARGE 21 AND
©VER
ANY NIGHT

$1.50- 16oz Drafts
$1.75- Amaretto Sours

from Saved By The Bell

DUSTIN
DIAMOND
Wodnmdsg & Thmntay
00

admission
N/

-1

FRIDAY
$2.50- Bombs
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SATURDAY
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$1.75Corona
-

$1.75- Molson & Molson Light
$1.75- Long Island
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WE ARE NOW OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER from 9PM to 2:30AM every WED - SAT

238 N. Main St., BG

(419)353-7511

Grand Opening
Now Renting
far 2005
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Three Levels
Your Own
Bedroom and
Bathroom
Ashley & Bassett
Furniture

You can >taff<ord NOT to live here!
i\\ and reserve
r<
your space today!
Call

...and many more apartments and houses
Leasing office located in

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

119 E. Court Street
Visit www.copptfbttchtownhoines.con
cunt check mil our online floor plans,
tnttrioi and exterior photos, rentals rates,
ami detailed amenity listings!
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Call Today! (419)-353-3300
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUOTEl'XQIWE
"I'm 16 years old. I'm 16th in my class, and
I got 1600 on my SAT."
Dillon Smith.of long Beach, N.Y.on his recent Scholastic Aptitude Test results.
His fraternal twin, )esse, also got a perfect score.
(Rnitm)

OPINION

STAKK KDITOIil.US

Distribute publications using VOTERS Charles' life, music
own means, not others' stands ON Till: STREET sets'Ray* above all
Did you happen to see the BG
News yesterday?
Was it difficult to find?
Our editorial staff received
word that our labeled stands
— filled with the daily newspaper — were instead filled with a
different publication.
The Renegade Review, an
independent
conservative
monthly, was found in BG
News-labeled stands throughout campus.
ITiose are our stands We pay

for them, and consequently our
advertisers pay for them.
If our newspapers were
removed in bulk by Renegade
Review staff and replaced with
their publication, that is not only
illegal, but downright immature.
We received phone calls saying that two individuals were
doing such an action, but we
cannot confirm any truth
to them.
Renegade Review staff told us
that they placed copies of their

publication on our stands but
did not replace the BG News
with them.
We hope not
The BG News is put out five
times a week by a dedicated,
hard working staff. Tuesday's
edition contained important
information regarding the election.The latest Renegade Review
did not.
We hope the Renegade Review
can find a way to fund their own
distribution stands.

Duty to cast vote supercedes
responsibility to attend class
Voting is important — everybody knows that.
Attending class is important
— everyone knows this too.
Tuesday posed a problem to
several students living on campus who survived long lines to
vote in the Union.
Some students also opted to
drive home to a neighboring
county and cast their vote, fearing that voting by way of absentee ballot could cause counting

problems.
The process of voting can take
anywhere between 15 minutes
and a couple of hours. Who's to
know?
Itofessors must understand
the dilemma students face.
They want to attend class and
succeed in a course, but they
also want to make their voice
heard in a very emotional and
close election.
Granted, we see the problem

in a official exception to attendance policies. Any student
could blow off the entire day
and tell their instructors they
voted. We can't enforce honesty
However, we urge professors
to show some understanding in
allowing students to bypass class
— if it is the last option — to cast
their vote in this election.
Attendance matters, both in
the polling center and in the
academic world.

How long did you wait
in line to vote? Was it
worth it?

STEPHANIE REYES
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
1 hour

"Yes."

MARIA FELLURE
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
1 hour, 10 minutes

'"Cause it's our vote. It
matters. It counts."

US. soldiers need proper armor
With billions of dollars
already spent on the
war in Iraq, one would
think that all of our troops are
adequately supplied to ensure
their up-most safety; however,
many Reserve and National
Guard members are lacking
many important items such as
updated radios, sufficient body
armor and vehicles equipped
with the proper armor.
Many Reserve and Guard
members have been forced to
either wait for sufficient gear
or provide it for themselves.
You can not put a price on a
human being's life; however,
the price to ensure and provide
the proper armor that would
gready increase a soldier's
survival, if under fire, comes to
around $1,500 for the appropriate body armor.
Though all types of soldiers are complaining about
insufficient gear, it seems the
Reserves and National Guard
have been hit the hardest. This
may be because they are only
part-timers, serving one weekend a month and two weeks a
summer and were not taken
into account when materials
were supplied when the war
initially started.
Should that really matter?
Now the Reserves and
National Guard encompass
about 40 percent of the soldiers
in Iraq. Many are given outdated equipment such as radios so
old they can not communicate
with newer ones, and a lower
grade body armor, such as
the flack jacket types from the
Vietnam era, if any at all.
In turn, this means many
worried mothers and families
have been forced to shell out
thousands of dollars out of their
own pockets because the government doesn't feel concerned
enough to provide for them.
Personally, 1 would think that
body armor would be one of
the first items the government
would supply to the troops
— along with weapons, of

m

the House Armed Services
Committee, there are plans to
produce over 2,000 medium
weight trucks with armor kits,
Opinion Columnist but as of September, about 380
trucks received these kits in Iraq.
Though I am not on any
which they definitely don't have
special government committee
a shortage.
or know how we spend our war
It seems the government is
more worried about striking the budget, I do know that ever
since kindergarten, I've always
opponent than the opponents
heard teachers, police offistriking our men.
cers and other governmental
This is just another example
officials always preach about
of the gross incompetence
safety first.
and ignorance, which makes
When it counts most, where
me question our government's
is it? We trust our government
motives and concern for our
to make the right decisions for
troops. You hear every day how
our troops and us. When they
President Bush declares we will
do not, what happens? What
be victorious in this war on terhappens is we get excuses.
ror, but at what costs?
Though no one likes excuses,
Does this mean we focus all
what we want is results. Like
of our revenues on many highthe old saying goes, "Excuses
powered tanks and bombs
are like ass*""s—everyone's
and other weapons of destrucgot one."
tion, and leave the safety of
For me, personally, it is just
our troops on the bottom of
beyond my fathom that we
the lists to things to spend our
cannot supply our troops with
money on? Because that is the
adequate materials to ensure
message 1 am getting.
You never hear on the nightly them coming back all in
one piece.
news how we have insufficient
If we cannot ensure the
heat-seeking missiles or longproper safety of our troops and
range rockets, but you may
do everything possible to make
hear how an American vehicle
sure they are not wounded
was blown up, killing more of
in the line of duty, we should
our soldiers.
never have been there in the
Perhaps even more imporfirst place.
tant than human body armor
These are human lives and
is vehicle armor. Vehicles
cannot be reproduced in a facon the road are at some of
tory like some machine when
the highest risks for being
they die.
attacked because they can be
When we hear on the nightly
ambushed out of nowhere.
news about how many soldiers
General lames E. Chambers
are lost, it is just a number to
of the 13 Corps Support
us. But someone that is a son,
Command has even said, "The
daughter, father or grandson,
most dangerous job in Iraq is
they should be treated like
driving a truck. It's not if, but
such, with the up-most care
when they will be attacked."
and consideration.
So one would believe that
This should be before any
being the richest nation in the
missiles, radar or any other
worid, we would have multiple
high-tech equipment. Because
factories making and improvwhat good is the equipment if
ing armored vehicles. However,
there's no one to use them?
there is currently only one company in the United States that
E-mail Sieve with comments
puts armor on their vehicles.
at stevebs@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
According to figures by
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DREAMER RAYMOND
FRESHMAN, IPC
1 hour

"Vote or die. This is
important."

JEFF W. WEIGAND
SOPHOMORE, NURSING
20 minutes

"Waiting and getting
fatigued is worth it,
because anything is
worth four more years

of Bush"

he mistreats the women who
love him, betrays his friends, and
becomes ever more addicted to
dope Foxx's Oscar-worthy perU-WIRE Columnist
formance makes takes this film to
Daily lowan, Univ. of Iowa
an extraordinary level. The actor,
who just happens to be a trained
Ray couId have been a
classical pianist, bears an uncanmade-for-TV biopic that
ny resemblance to the musician
garnered praise, maybe
and nails Charles' mannerisms
an Emmy, then was forgotten.
and voice with his twitches, head
In director Taylor Hackford's
rolls, teetering walk, and scratchy,
(Proof of Life) beautiful meditaquick speech.
tion on the music legend, per1 lowever, this rale is clearly
fectly embodied by lamie Foxx
more than an impression. No
(Collateral), we get so much
matter how badly you want to
more. The director's goal was to
smack Charies when he acts
take the audience on the journey
like a jerk. Fbxx allows us to see
that was Ray Charles' life, and it
the struggle and turmoil raging
is a fascinating ride.
beneath the surface, causing your
The film picks up when Charles heart to break in empathy, not
is a teenager scamming his way
pity, for the man.
onto a bus to Seattle to jumpFoxx receives support from
start his musical career. There,
fine actors as well. Each of the
he is used by a club
women who plays
owner and a fallow
"Charles is not a suffering wife or
band member, who
is perfect.
deified, he is mistress
cheat the blind man
King and Washington
out of his money until
humanized, especially drive home
he gets a better offer,
the idea that they are
making
storming out with the
wise to Ray's behavior
help of none other
the movie
and it kills them, but
than a young Quincy
much more the audience memlones (Laienz Tatel.
bers also have some
Soon, Charles is on
interesting." understanding, when
the road as a band's
they watch him sing
piano man, but again
or when he opens up to them
he is an outsider. The band membriefly, why the women stay
bers do not want to baby-sit a
— making their pain all the more
blind man, and the manager does difficult to watch. Newcomer
not want to pay him in singles.
Sharon Warren gives a powerful
Desperate for a sense of belongperformance as Ray's din-poor
ing and haunted by his past,
mother struggling through a dif(hades turns to heroin.
ficult life.
When he signs with Atlantic
1 lackford does a brilliant job
records, he struggles to find his
of showcasing the star's life. The
own sound after impersonating
smoky, dark-colored present
such greats as Nat King Cole. With gives way to a lush, richly hued
the help of friend and producer
past in Charles' flashbacks to his
.Ahmet Ertegun (Curtis Armstrong, pa'-blindness childhood. ITie
Conversations), he finds his
lights that tiller onto him when
first small success, but he does
he is at the piano allow the audinot develop that signature Ray
ence to see him isolated, for once
Charles style until he finds Delia
by his choosing, in his own world,
Bea Robinson (Kerry Washington.
feeling every note. The only drawSave the last Dance), a gospel
back comes with the abmpt endsinger who captures his heart and
ing, which too neatly wraps up
falls madly in love with him.
his psychological stmggles and
They are quickly married, and
feels as though the director ran
Charles begins touring as his
out of time in the editing room
records top the charts with such
and tried to sum up the last 30
hits as T Got a Woman," a phrase
years of his life in a few sentences.
that was always true for him. He
Overall, though, the film is a
is soon sleeping with a female
fascinating look at an incredible
singer he hires, who leaves in
life, with no holds barred. Charles
a jealous rage after he takes up
is not deified, he is humanized,
with a new mistress, Margie
making the movie much more
(Regina King, legally Blonde 2), a
interesting.
backup singer.
Even if you don't find the rather
I lis music prowess is unbelong movie always captivating,
lievable, and he climbs to the
as 1 did, you will certainly leave
top of jazz, R&B, pop, and even
the theater humming the most
country charts, but his personal
incredible part of the whole story
life is on a downward spiral as
— the music.

LAURA
JENSEN
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Utters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not he printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenewslS'bgnewsxom
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing AII letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:

Candidates overlook
'reaP issues, Canada

NOT

Q: Why did the
confused S.WAT
team search for
Osama in K-Mart?

I voted for the guy whose
campaign signs were
most prominently
displayed in my
neighborhood.

A: They heard bed
linen was located
on the second
floor.

Apocalypse eventually
The BG News' resident
squirrel reveals his
official Guide to the
Apocalypse, just in case
it occurs sometme soon.
Oh, hi.
You're still here?
I mean, have any of your
civilizations collapsed? Society
descended into anarchy? Mass
loss of human life?
No? Well... crap.
Not to say that I'm an optimist, but I really thought you
humans had yourselves an
appointment with an apocalypse. \o. this wasn't mejusl
being hopeful. lx>ok at all
the evidence'!
The Boston Red Sox won the
World Series during a lunar
eclipse. The world's biggest
terrorist released a new tape.
America had a vicious, polarized election fraught with voting problems. Marilyn Manson
released a greatest hits CD. I
even advocated, in print, voting for an other worldly entity
of destruction.
In the light of all these omens,
1 really think y'all should be
worrying. Hardcore worrying.
"Now, Jamison," you might B8)

JAMISON T.
SQUIRREL
Miniature Buddha,
Covered in Fur
"don't you think it's irresponsible to cause panic?"

Of course not. I'd say you
need to re-examine your mental health if you're talking to a
squirrel. Besides, your presidents have been doing it for
decades, why should it matter if
a squirrel does it?
However, out of a sense of
responsibility, I feel the need
to prepare you, the possible
(but not likely) survivors of
humanity for the Apocalypse,
follow lamison's Guide to the
Apocalypse, and I guarantee
that the End Times will go well
lc ii yi >u (Guarantee invalid outside of Guam).
• Don't worry about democracy theories and ideals are great
and all, but when you'd trade
your sanity for a loaf of bread,
they won't seem very practical.
Accept the fact that your society
will probably break down in to
waning factions lead by vicious
warlords. In fact, y'all should be
prepared for that kind of fight-

BIG MAN ON CAMPUS ELECTION RESULTS
After accusations of voter Iraud. ballot stuffing and sex scandals,
our Big Man on Campus vote is complete. Matt Sussman wins.
and if he is unable to fulfill his duties. Josh Benner will step in.

Total votes; 42
BGNSK

Source: ww*bgnem comtootnews

ing after the last four years...
• Be prepared for strange
supernatural occurrences.
I've found that the only thing
humans are more fervent about
than their religious beliefs
are their sports allegiances.
Considering how many different belief systems y'all got
going, don't be surprised if you
suddenly witness a Viking wrestling the jaws of a giant wolf,
lust roll with it.
• liven if global society
breaks down, it doesn't mean
that every object will. Matches
will still flare, alcohol will still
inebriate, and the basic laws
of physics will still be in operation (probably!. You don't need
to become some psycho living
in the forest. Besides, we'll be
reclaiming those areas, thank
you very much, and won't hesitate to kill an unarmed human.
• Depending on how y'all
destroyed your civilizations, it
could be ungodly hot. Oceans
will rise, and everybody will be
heading to the poles. To avoid
crowding, you might want to
think about growing gills.
• Depending on how y'all
destroyed your civilizations,
it could be frigidly cold. Good
luck with that, suckers. Guess
you shouldn't have evolved
hairless bodies.
• Or, there'll be no climate
shift. Lucky you. Now all
you have to worry about is
death and... horribly agonizing death.
• No matter how the end
goes down, there will still
be some nuclear warheads
somewhere. Remember
humanity's rule of power:
I le (or she) who has the
nukes dictates the policies.
Not much different from
today, really.
• if some of your machines
and computers become sentient, always remember what
movies teach you: Side with
the robots.
• feed the squirrels. It

can only help, especially if the
Norsemen were right, and there
is a giant eternal squirrel named
Ratatosk running around the
tree of life. Even if there is no
End Times, feed the squirrels.
Before we feed on you.
• Finally, if all else fails, cover
yourself in flammable liquid
and find the nearest smoker. It'll
give everyone a chance to roast
marshmallows afterwards.
Because, really, that's what
it's all about, helping your fellow man or woman. You don't
have to worry too much about
us squirrels. We'll take over as
the dominant life form, only
requiring random sacrifices of
i lie nut variety.
Until then, I can only hope.
Oh, and if any of you have a
birthmark in the shape of a certain three-digit number, please
contact my translator.
No reason.
Jamison T. Squirrel and his
translator (]. Michael Bestull
are a part of the Samizdat
Radio Corpus (samizdatradio.
hlogspot.com). You can reach),
at best@bgnet.bgsu.eclu.

There's a good chance that
while you're reading this column, I'm laying in an alley
somewhere, bleeding to death.
You see, if P Diddy's "Vote or Die"
campaign is successful, those of
us who voted yesterday will have
changed the face of the world
forever, and those of us who
didn't, well, we're toast.
It's not like I didn't want to
vote; I registered months ago
and researched the issues like
any other good citizen would
by watching the debates.
Unfortunately, all I got out of the
three debates was that lesbian
daughters are all the rage, and
for someone who has zillions of
dollars, the Heinz ketchup lady
really should be more attractive.
Is anyone else thinking Chiquita
banana girl here?
So, frustrated to the point
of despair, I turned to the last
source of rational, un-biased
information I could find: campaign ads. I know what you're
probably thinking — campaign
ads are the most one-sided, partial pieces of pure propaganda
to be found anywhere, with the
exception of those Truth ads
on TV that keep telling us that
"smoking'' is "bad" and that we
"shouldn't do it." (Don't listen to
them! It's a lie!)
But to that I say, no: these ads
are being shown on television,
and do you really think that the
TV would lie? I think not. Look
at the Weather Channel — it's
almost nearly half-accurate 23
percent of the time, and that's
good enough for me. The campaign ads didn't really satisfy
my curiosity; however, because
neither candidate answered any
of the questions tiiat really need
answering, such as what we're
going to do with Canada.
This is a serious problem that
could blow up in our faces when
we least expect it. Think about
it — when was the last time we
heard anything from Canada?
Do they even have a leader? Or
have they regressed to traveling

around on dog sleds and stealing fruit snacks from Eskimos?
More importantly, what would
the sequel to "The Day Alter
Tomorrow" lie called?
But seriously, the Canadians
could take over Alaska and no
one would know (or care, but
that's beside the point).
My point is, with the National
Hockey I-eague on strike for possibly trie entire season, we have
to watch out for any Canucks
that may go crazy and try something funny. I have countless
relatives in Canada and, despite
never having met any of them,
I'm pretty sure they're bordering
on the edge of insanity. It's just
how Canadians are, and I think it
needs to be stopped — for good.
Also, there arc- too main'
people from "Canadia" immigrating to the United States, and
we must do something about
this before we're overrun with
bad accents and beaver hats.
Because none of the major
candidates except Ralph Nader
are talking about Canada,
and because no one listens to
Nader anyway, I would like to
announce that I'm running for
President of the United States.
And I'm not going to let little
things like "the minimum age
requirement is 35" and "the election was yesterday" get in my
way, either.
Sometimes I think people just
get caught up with things like
rules, and evidence, and facts,
and they ignore the big picture
— that Canada is threatening
right at our front (or is it back?)
door. I propose diat instead of
waiting for Canada to attack
us, we invade them and steal
all their natural resources, like,
urn, snow, and then dump all
of the loot in North Dakota. Oh.
and then we'll build a giant wall,
because it worked so well for the
French in World War II.
So on Election Day, vote for
me, because there's no telling
what our nasty neighbors to the
North are capable of, especially
the ones in Quebec. Electing me
as president is the only way we'll
ever achieve a peaceful world
where we can live together without fear for our lives and the lives
of our pet lizards.
And speaking of fearing for
our lives: I'm begging you, P
Diddy, please spare me! To
quote from one of your beautiful
songs, "You the water in my life
and I'm trapped in the desert."
Won't ya help a brother out?
Urn's absentee ballot got bst in
the mail and now he's running
for his life. Don't bother sending
him e-mails — he'll neivrget
them (jlevass&bgnet.bgsu.edu).

Illustrated By Martel While, martelwebgnet.btsu.edu
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(Dinners To-Go

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)

>k Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 *

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30-4:30

NEWLOVE
REAL 319ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

(Located in McfDonatd QuaarangCe)

<Every Thursday r
(Beginning November 4 , 2004
5:00 pm-8:00 pm

Chicken (Dinnerfor Two
includes
One 'Wkote (Patisserie Chicken,
Hot Vegetables,
"Whipped(Potatoes and gravy,
XndTwo (Dinner (Rgtts

$9.99
(A Savings of $2.00)
Additional'Menu Items Available

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

BG SPORTS

t

BRIEFING
BG football game
televised, moved up
to 1 p.m.
I his weekend's Bowling Green
football game against Western
Michigan has been selected as
the MAC game of the week.
I he Starting time for the game
has been moved to 1 p.m. this
Saturda) at Doyl L PerryStadium
and will he aired on FOX Sports
Net-Ohio, Comcast Sports Net
(.hicago, Umpire Sports Network
■n New York ami Comcast \ixai
in Michigan.
I (avid
Weekley,
Charles
\thiicklc anil Sharon Thoisland
will call the action.

Bobcats
will not
contend
in 2005
WILL
CURITORE
The Italian Stallion
I In- NBA is full of parody and
the same thin;; happens even
seasoa Not so last!
This year, the NBA will be
going through re-alignment.
I he ML Mil. and MIJ5 have
all experienced this over the last
12 years, all foi the same reason:
Expansion.
I his year's sports whipping
i)n\s aic the Charlotte Bobcats
I he team was formed thanks
lo the quick departure of the
Charlotte Hornets to New
(Means (and now, the Western
Conference). The team's management forced the city to build
the team a new downtown arena
that they could call their own
Hie fans were then forced to
vote on whether they should
have to help pay for the facility
through taxes. Surprisingly, they
voted no. and the Hornets were
bound for the Big Easy.
Charlotte fans were without the I lomets for less than a
month 11 he next season hadn't
even started yeti) when, after yet
another arena taxing plan was
voted on by the city. It passed,
and Charlotte was awarded

another franchise
The Hornets began play on
Nov. 4th, 1988, losing 133-93
against the Cleveland (Cavaliers.
I he rebounded, and went 20-62,
a good record for an NBA expansion franchise. Sadly, both the
BOBCATS. PAGE 7
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Falcons drop meet at Ohio State
Ryan Gasser
SPOUTS REPORTER

On Thursday, Oct 28, the Lady
Falcons traveled to Cohimbus to
take nn the Buckeyes of Ohio
State. Projected to be a tough
and competitive match-up, the
lit r swimmers and divers geared
up for their first dual meet of the
season.
The Falcons lost in their first
appearance of the season by a
score ol 2lK).r,t) to 93.50.
Despite the loss, there were
shining moments in the day's
events, rhree lit; swimmers
ended the night with 2nd place
finishes,
including
sophomores Britt O'Conner and
t aniline Keating and junior Kara

Onngren.
O'Conner placed second
in the 200-backstrokc and the
400 Individual Medley, missing
first place by just a little* over a
second.

Keating placed second in the
100 freestyle and 200 freestyle
events while Ohngrcn finished
runner-up in the 1.000 freestyle
and 200-breast stroke.
In BG's lone first place finish,
freshman lisa Hipp swam the
100-yard freestyle event with a
55.49 final time. Hipp also finished second in the 50-yard freestyle race missing first by less
than a second.
Other notable BG finishes
include junior Dana Schuftzs
second place finish in the 200yard butterfly and senior Erin
Dilkes' runner-up finish in the
100-yard bre&ststroke.
In light of the underclassmen's
strong performances against the
competitive OSII squad, progress
is certainly being made already.
I he BG swimmers and divers
will regroup before returning to
competition when they host rival
Toledo on Friday Nov. 5.

Bin Swingir BG New
TAKING A BREATH: A BG swimmer performs the breast stroke during the Tom Stubbs Relays in October.

Buckeyes back on track, tough road ahead
By Rusty M*er
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tilings have returned to seminormal in Buckeye Nation since
Ohio State won its last two
games: no calls for the coach to
be run out of town, no distraught
fans threatening to jump off tall
buildings.
Wins over Indiana and Perm
State — two of the Big Ten's
doormats — have cooled things
down after a three game losing
skid had the city in an uproar.
Things are better for the
Buckeyes (5-3, 2-3), no question
about it. Yet coach lim Ttessel
recognizes that his team isn't
in the clear just yet. Ohio State
plays Saturdav at Michigan State
(4-4, 3-2), the first of three difficult games to close out the
regular season.
"It's significantly more difficult than the last two (games),"
Tressel said. "Michigan State is a
better football team than the last

JaylaPrete AP Photo
GOING THE DISTANCE: Ohio State's Ted Ginn, right, returns a punt for
a touchdown during the first quarter Saturday in Columbus, Ohio.
two teams that we played."
Ohio State opened the Big Ten

LeBron
brings
strength,
leadership

with losses at Northwestern (3327 in overtime), at home against

17 points with just over 8 minutes remaining, before falling
45-37 in triple-overtime at The
Big House in one of the most
memorable games in the old
rivals' 97 meetings.
"I saw it when it was 27-10,"
Ohio State running back and
kick-returner Maurice Hall
said, shaking his head. "Then I
learned the next morning that
Michigan came back and won
the game."
Tressel said he believed the
Buckeyes might be enough to
shake the Spartans out of any
past-Wolverines hangover and
get their focus back.
"I'm sure they looked at their
schedule and (saw) they had
about eight days in a row that
were circled that were probably
going to be the difference in their
season," Tressel said. "I'm sure
they've been thinking about it
BUCKEYES, PAGE 8

BG offense looks to continue
roll against Western Michigan
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Like everyone else, LeBron lames
went into his mega-hyped NBA
debut a year ago, wondering how
good he would be as an 18-yearold rookie.
Following
a
mesmerizing 25-point, nine-assist, sixrebound, four-steal performance
on national TV against the
Sacramento Kings, lames — and
the rest of the world — had a
much better idea.
"I knew I could play in this
league, I just didn't know how
well," he said. "After dial I felt like
i knew I could do this. That first
game really helped me."
Now as the league's reigning
rookie of the year, James begins
his second pro season tonight as
the Cleveland Cavaliers open the
2004-05 season by hosting the
Indiana Pacers.
One year since his scintillating
start, lames has changed and so
have the Cavaliers, who missed
the I astern Conference playoffs
by one game last season but are
expecting to get back to the postStason for the first time since
199a
Thereto no reason why they
shouldn't. A 6-19 start and a lateseeson Injury to point guard leff
Mclnnis derailed Cleveland's

Wisconsin (24-13) and at Iowa
(33-7) before mending some
fences the last two weeks with
home wins against the Hoosiers
(30-7) and Nittany lions (21-10).
"Each week we've improved in
different areas," defensive tackle
Quinn Pitcock said. "We may
have taken a step back somewhere, but we've definitely taken
steps forward. We've improved
and we're definitely a better
team."
Tressel said the Buckeyes will
have to be substantially better
because they played poorly in
their last two road games and
because all Big Ten teams play
their best at home.
"You're kidding yourself if you
don't think dial your opponents
aren't going to Ix.' energized" by
their home fans, Tressel said.
Michigan State's toughest
hurdle may be recovering from
a devastating loss last week at
Michigan. The Spartans led by

Keith Srakocic AP Photo
COUNT IT: Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James, right, shoots two in the
fourth quarter of the Cavs preseason game in Pittsburgh on Thursday.
playoff hopes last season. They're
hoping to start better in 200405, and an opening-night win
over a quality opponent like

Indiana would boost Cleveland's
confidence.
LEBRON,PAGE 7
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Life is good for the Bowling Green football team's offense.
The Falcons (6-2,4-1) are currently among the nation's best in scoring
(fourth, 41.3), total offense (seventh, 469.3) and passing offense (fourth,
321.4) and doesn't look to be slowing down anytime soon with a game
against Western Michigan (1-7,0-5) this Saturday.
The Broncos haven't exacdy been a powerhouse defensively this
season, as they rank at the bottom of the Mid-American Conference
in scoring defense and defense (38.9 points per game) and are next
to last in total defense (454.9 yards per game).
To say the Broncos will have trouble slowing down a the Falcons'
offense on the kind of roll they're on would be an understatement
And with Marshall and Toledo games around the bend, it may
be easy for the Falcons to overlook a Broncos team that has
yet to beat a Division I team.
But BG head coach Gregg Brandon knows all to well
that overlooking a team like Western is a mistake.
"This is a big game, too," he said. "If we don't win
this one, the last two don't mean squat"
The Falcons will be looking for quarterback Omar
Jacobs to continue his hot play. The sophomore
has thrown for 2,533 yards and an NCAA best 23
touchdowns.
Jacobs and the passing attack have gotten to show
their stuff all season.
But in last weekend's win over Eastern, the running
game got to stretch their legs out a bit. RJ. Pope led the
Falcons' running attack with 128 yards and a touchdown
while picking up another 61 yards through the air.
"We talked all week about getting the running game
going" he said. "And that it would be a big part of our
success."
Against a Western Michigan team that allows 194.5 yards
\J M
per game. Pope wil probably get a crack at moving the ball
against the Broncos, especially considering the field conditions for Saturday will be fairly muddy.
"Sure we will have to run," offensive lineman Andrew
&
Hart said.
For the line, the Falcons'
FOOTBALL, PAGE 7
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Coach leaves
Husky program

Bobcats will be
worst ever
together until the preseason
opener on October 13th.
experts and myself feel that the
The second reason is hisBobcats will be lucky if they can tory. The expansion team that
win 10-15 games in the upcom- made it to the postseason the
ing season. The talent is just not quickest was the Miami Heat,
there.
as they made the playoffs in
Just so you know, I am not 1992, their fourth season in
saying that this team will not existence. After that comes the
contend in the future. I'm say- aforementioned Hornets and
ing that it will take a little longer Raptors, who made it after their
than other expansion teams. fifth year, and the Vancouver/
The Toronto Raptors were in Memphis Grizzlies, who made
the NBA Playoffs for the first the playoffs for the first time
time in 2000, in just their 5th last season (their ninth). Going
season since the league's pre- back even further, the Orlando
vious expansion, which took Magic made the playoffs for the
place during the 1995-96 first time in 1994, their sixth
campaign.
season, while the Minnesota
Another, better example of Timberwolves first qualified in
this is the other team that played 1997, their ninth year.
The last expansion before
in Charlotte. The Hornets, as
I already mentioned, finished 1988 came in 1980 when the
20-62 in their first NBA season. Dallas Mavericks became the
They gradually improved, and 23rd team in the National
finished the 1992-93 season Basketball Association.
with a 44-38 record, and their
The third, final, and most
first playoff berth. The would go obvious and important reason
on to defeat the Boston Celtics that the Bobcats will be bad,
in four games before falling even for an expansion team, is
to the New York Knicks in five. their lack of talent. 1 looked at
Since then, the Hornets haw the current roster just recently.
not finished under .500, and I could identify maybe eight
have made the playoffs in eight of the players on the list. And
of the past eleven years (includ- I would know, for I have the
ing their two seasons in New knowledge. When it comes to
spoils. I am all-knowing. All
Orleans).
There are several obvi- right. I'll stop now. I wouldn't
ous reasons that the inaugu- want to start bragging or
ral season of the Charlotte anything.
I'm serious! Think about it.
Bobcats will be a humbled
learning experience. The first There's Emeka Okafor, the foris that they are, after all, an mer star center from the 2004
expansion team. The team is National Champion UConn
beginning play with a bunch of Huskies. Then there's, uhh, let
players that bine never played me think...

IHE ASSOCIATE D PRESS

Julie OiFranco BGNews

TUCKING IT AWAY: Bowling Green quarterback Omar Jacobs, left,
carries the football in Saturday's game against Eastern Michigan.

Falcons could end
up with bowl game
championship," Brandon said.
"Northern still has to win their
offensive display this season has games and we still play Toledo."
Every game from here on out
made their lives a little more fun.
"A lot of defenses try to blitz us will be a big one for BG, even
and bring their entire playbook the ones that are supposed to
on us," Hart said. "We like the be easy.
"We still have to take care of
challenge of picking everything
business and hopefully the bowl
up they try to throw at us."
It is for this reason the Falcons people will take notice," Brandon
can't look past the Broncos, espe- said. "But all that doesn't matter if
cially with what the team has we don't beat Western Michigan."
The Falcons host the Broncos
ahead for them.
"We still have a legit at 1 p.m. this Saturday at Doyt L
shot at winning the (MAC) Perry Stadium.
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 6

James must live up to expectations
LEBRON. FROM PAGE 6

"We certainly want to get off
to a good start." Cavaliers coach
Paul Silas said. "It's an important game for us."
The Pacers, who lost to the
eventual league champion
Detroit Pistons in the conference semifinals last season, will
not be at full strength. Reggie
Miller will begin the season on
the injured list with a broken
right hand and center lermaine
O'Neal is expected to miss the
game with a sore left foot.
The absence of Indiana's
two superstars can only help
Cleveland, but the Cavaliers
aren't counting on a win just yet.
"Will it be easier for us with
those guys out? Yes. But it's
still going to be a tough game,"

nine seasons as a head coach.
In his three months on campus, Turner has outlined plans
for an ambitious renovation of
Husky Stadium, and he wants
a winner on the field. Emmert
knows the importance of a successful football program — his
last job was as president at
national co-champion I5U.
"We have an unbelievably rich
history in our program," Turner
said. "We have incredibly high
aspirations for its future. We
want to continue the tradition
of excellence that has been here
for many years."
Some names mentioned as
potential candidates include
California coach Jeff Tedford,
New England Patriots offensive
coordinator Charlie Weis, Urban
Meyer of Utah, Boise State's Dan
Hawkins and Missouri's Gary
Pinkel.
All are either rising stars or
have ties to Washington.
With recruiting in full swing,
Gilbertson and Turner agreed
after three weeks of talks that
a commitment of some kind
— extend Gilbertson's contract
or find a new coach — was
needed to define the program's
future.
"I want the best for this program," Gilbertson said. "I want
the school to make a commitment, like it did when I was
here before and we were the
best football program in the
country."
Four years ago, Washington
went 11-1 and beat Purdue in
the Rose Bowl. Gilbertson was
the offensive coordinator, the
same job he held when the
Huskies shared the 1991 national championship with Miami.
Turner's goals will require a
financial commitment from
boosters, alums and fans.
"I'm going to ask our supporters, the people who love the
University of Washington, to
step up," Turner said.
How much will it cost? Well.
earlier this year LSU coach Nick
Saban became the highest-paid
coach in college football when
he signed a seven-year, $18.45

ByTimKorte

BOBCATS, FROM PAGE 6

center Zydrunas llgauskas said. 5.9 rebounds and 5.5 assists per with Cleveland as a free agent
} motions will be high because game, joining Oscar Roberston in October. F.ric Snow will not
and Michael lordan as the only only back up Mclnnis but he's
it's opening night."
a defensive stopper and has
They certainly were a year rookies to post 20-5-5.
lames, who has moved from already emerged as one of the
ago.
la 11 les, I rcsh out of high school the backcourt to small forward team's leaders.
The additions have reassured
as the No.,1 overall draft pick, this season, is a year older, wiser
entered his first pro season and better prepared for the rig- lames, who was upset by the
saddled with bigger expecta- ors of an 82-game season. But team's bungling of the Boozer
tions than had ever before been there's a bigger difference in his situation, that the Cavaliers are
game: The Cavaliers have better headed in the right direction.
placed on a first-year player.
lames' belief is vital for the
He was supposed to instan players a round him.
Although they did lose Carlos franchise, which needs to keep
taneously transform the downtrodden Cavaliers into playoff Boozer as a free agent, the its young star happy until they
contenders, outshine a stellar Cavaliers' supporting cast has can sign him to a maximum
rookie class and live up to the been upgraded significantly. contract in 2006.
"We know we got a team now,"
Mclnnis didn't arrive until late
hj pe
And, lo and behold, lames did lanuary last season and nearly he said. "There's no more wonit all. Cleveland won 18 more carried the club to the playoffs dering about who's going to be
here or who's not. I didn't know
games than it did a year ear- anyway.
He'll be joined in the back- how things were going to go last
lier, finishing one game behind
Boston for the eighth playoff court by shooting guard year I hisyeartherearenomore
spot, lames averaged 20.5 points. Uicious Harris, who signed questions."

Break out the checkbook,
Washington. The athletic director hopes to restore Husky football to its old glory when he
hires a new coach, and it's probably not going to come cheap.
Washington
AD Todd
Turner said Monday that Keith
Gilbertson will step down after
the season, ending an extremely difficult 15 months as Rick
Neuheisel's successor.
"It became apparent to me
— really as early as the first day I
took this job — that if we didn't
get a longterm commitment,
then I was just going to be the
interim coach," Gilbertson said.
Turner will begin his search
immediately. He announced no
timeframe but hopes to make
the hire quickly.
"They're going to need a Ph.D.
in coaching," Turner said. "They
need to be people of the highest
integrity, with flawless character,
who understand the mission of
the university and the breadth
of the job."
Turner, hired in August,
and new university president
Mark Emmert are distancing
Washington from the turmoil
that surrounded Neuheisel's
dismissal. They intend to make
the Huskies a national power
again.
The 56-year-old Gilbertson is
7-13 in two seasons after stepping into a difficult situation in
the summer of 2003. Neuheisel
had just been fired for gambling on NCAA basketball when
Gilbertson, the offensive coordinator, was promoted.
"It would have been easy to
say no," Gilbertson said. "I had
other options, but that would
have been the opposite of what
we tell our kids to do: Step up
and take a shot."
The Huskies went 6-6 in
Gilbertson's first season, then
fell to 1-7 and 0-5 in the Pac-10
after a 31-6 loss at Oregon last
weekend. It's the worst season
in 35 years for a school that
shared the 1991 national title.
Gilbertson, who also coached
Idaho (1986-88) and California
(1992-95), is 55-48 overall in

GILBERTSON, PAGE 8
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Falcon Football
BGSU vs. W. Michigan
THIS SATURDAY
1:00 P.M.
Doyt Perry Stadium
FOX SPORTS OHIO
Students don't miss out on your chance to
be on live television and watch the
Falcons take on the Western Michigan
Broncos this Saturday!

NEWIWE
Rentals

1 & 2 Be

The first 10,000 fans will receive a
pair of Cheerstix courtesy of
Moulton Gasl
The first 500 students will receive
a Falcon football t-shirt from
Sterling University Enclavel
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Women's soccer does it again
to teammate Kimberly Dimitrolt.
who found the net at 37:35.
The Bowling Green women's
Neither team could score In
soccer team wasn't having a the second half, sending the
case of deja vu yesterday after- match to the first overtime.
noon. The team really did Again, the period passed without
upset a numher one seeded either team scoring. Nearly nine
minutes into the second half.
team for the second consei
ntive year, securing a spot in BG stepped up with a play that
the Mid-American Conference would end the game.
Trundle took aBG bee kick that
Tournament semifinals,
Kent State proved to be a wor- found the head ol Hriu Anderson
ihy opponent, taking BG Into in the six yard box. Anderson
overtime with the score tied at expertly headed the ball Into the
one, but the Falcons were at the lowei right comer to end the
top of their game. The squad match.
We talked tight before the
took control in a second overtime period to win the game with second overtime about how the
little things were going to make
ascoreof2-l.
B(,s Kristy Coppes opened a difference, and the little things
scoring 32:22 into the game, lulie were really Important," head
Trundle's free kick found Undsay coach Andy Richards said alter
Carter, who passed to Coppes the game.
The Falcon's were the only
for the finish. The falcon's lead
was short-lived, as the Golden lower seeded team to make ii out
Rashes answered back just of the quarterfinal round. They
five minutes later. Kent States will face Western Michigan in
Amanda Messer passed the ball semifinal action on Friday
By Danielle Tanner

SPORTS REPORIER

Brian McRoberts BGNews

Elaine Thompson AP Photo

ALL THE RIGHT MOVES: BG junior Samantha Meister keeps the ball
away from a defender against Miami on October 8, 2004.

GONE: Washington football coach Keith Gilbertson addresses the
media yesterday that he will resign at the end of the season.

Buckeyes need win to secure bowl bid Gilbertson's
future unclear

BUCKEYES. FROM PAGE 6

for quite some time. The fact
that it's Ohio Slate coming to
their house, I'd lie shocked if
there was anything other than
an increased effort."
The Buckeyes enter their final
three games needing a win to
be assured of a bowl invitation.
They close the regular season
at Purdue before hosting No. 10
Michigan.
Hall said people on the outside will judge the Buckeyes on
whether they had a November
to remember,
"'They have three losses but
how'd they finish?" Mall said
fans would ask about the team.
"'How'd they do when they
Name AP Photo
played some of the best teams
TAKEN DOWN: Ohio Stale's Troy Smith, right, is tackled by Penn State's Ed Johnson Saturday in Columbus, OH.
in the Big Ten?"
Tressel said his team cannot
afford to be thinking about bowl in wait.
now, we're not going to lie as
bids and the postseason when
"If anyone's thinking about good as we need to be to beat
quality opponents are lying something three weeks from Michigan State,* he said.

GILBERTSON, FROM PAGE/

million contract.
Turner said he's more focused
on finding the right coach for
the job, but he expressed confidence the school can find a way
to pay enough money to make
the best hire.
"The profile will have to fit our
league," he said. "They've got
to be able to recruit in the West,
particularly in the Northwest.
put some pizazz in and give

people confidence and hope."
As for Gilbertson's future, he
will work the final three games,
starting Saturday against
Arizona. After hip replacement
surgery, he's not sure what will
come next.
"I've got a hip problem. That's
probably going to take a while,"
he said. "Then I don't know. I'll
do whatever the university asks
I'm a football coach. That's all I
really know. Thai's all IVe ever
done."

Women's Basketball Team
Looking for Men's Practice
Squad Players
Contact Brandi Poole

419-372-0463
bpootdtgbgnet Dgsu edu

PROPERTIES CO.'

•Practices »xe 9-12 daily when

available

Extra Large Bedrooms Available!
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

(Keep in mind while scheduling

for 2nd Semester)
• Must be a Full Time student

Make your home at:
•
•
•
•
•
The Family Weekend Concert,
Proudly Presented by UAO &
The Division of Student Affairs

Piedmont
Fox Run
Haven House
Mini Mall Apts.
Updated Birchwood

Management Inc.

• Triplex- small pets allowed

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

• And other locations!

419-352-9378

- small pets allowed

FREE

n

Cherry wood Health Spa

Ben Folds (former lead singer of Ben Folds Five)
and his baby grand piano are Known for top hits like,

• Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
* New Equipment

* Sauna

"Army; "Brick," & "Rockin The Suburbs'
DATE:
TIME:

November 6th, 2001*
Doors open at 7:00 p.m.
Concert begins at 8:00 p.m.

* LAG &I Anderson Arena on the BGSU campus
* BICE:

From CUT-RATE Tobacco
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If any Quesions Please
Call (419) 372-2486

Hillsdale Apartments
1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Carports
BGSU Shuttle Stop
Few open nowl

WIN a $50 Shopping Spree

$20, free parking (6 ticket maximum)

Tickets are on sale at
www.bgsamusictoday.com OR AT:
A Union booth from 10 to 3 p.m Nov 4th and 5th
The Info Desk at the Union until Nov 5th
Anderson Arena on the day of the show

NOW RENTING FOR
2005-2006
Call 353-5800
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Things you'll find at CUT-RATE Tobacco:
CARLTON
CUT RATE
INCENSE
KENTUCKYS BEST
KING B
LEVI GARRET
LUCKY STRIKE

MACANUDO
MARLBORO
PEPSI
PHILLIES
QUEST
SALEM

STARR
SWISHER SWEETS
TOBACCO
VANTAGE
VICEROY
WAVE

Name: _

Phone:.
Napoleon
419-599-1191

CUT-RATE Tobacco
1180 N. Main Si
Bowling Green
352-5989

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
8GSU Shuttle Stop

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Few open nowl

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College

N

Bring completed puzzle in to register lor $50.00 shopping sptee!
One name will be drawn.

ARTURO FUENTE
BARCLAY
BOURBON STREET
CANDLES
CAO
CAPRI
CAPTAIN BLACK

Evergreen Apartments
2l5fostPoe

Bryan

I 419-630-0332

Effc. & 2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Loft style
Washer/Dryer
1 1/2 baths/2 Car Garage

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at
WWW.merr^hqcprn
for complete listing

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Election Day »•
ABOVE: People wait in line
to vote in Columbus, Ohio
yesterday morning.

Laura Rauch AP Photo

LEFT: Oberlin College students
line the halls ot First Church in
Oberlin, Ohio to vote yesterday.
They waited up to three hours
to vote.
RIGHT: Laura Einsel, left, and
Miriam Greenless, members of
a group known as "Vote Mob"
and students from Oberlin
College, withstand the rain
to encourage people to vote
yesterday in Cleveland.

TomWhittinjlon AP Photo

Bryan Shaw AP Photo

ATTENTION:

nior Cjrvill be taken on NOV. 3rd-5th from
portraits 9am-5pm at the Black Swamp Pub.
Portrait sessions are free with a purchasing option.

To Schedule an appointment,
call the KEY Yearbook at 372-8086.

Get your portrait taken and your name will automatically be added to the guest list for:

The KEY Yearbook's

^nk^nkiht
on Nov. 9th from 11pm-2am
at the Black Swamp Pub featuring...

live music by

Rooted Truth

cash tar
See you there!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Personals

Help Wanted

Classified

Ads

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN S& WOMEN'S
SWIM MEET - NOV 4

Bus Monitor:
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human sen/ice
needs of the disadvanlaged. is
seeking a qualified individual to assist with providing safe transportation of children and families to and
from
designated
locations
in
Bowling
Green Required High School diploma or GED and pnor experience
working with children and adults
Seasonal, Part-time. 10 or 20 hrs
wk, $695mr position Send resumes by Nov. 15 to: WSOS, Attn
HR-BM/BG/HM. PO Box 590, Fremont. Ohio 43420 Affirmative Action Employe r-M/F/Vet/Disab

372-6977

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL - NOV. 9
On Sunday Nov. 7. at 11 AM the
United Chrislian Fellowship Center
will begin a weekly Liturgy of Contemplation and Social Action This is
a Taize style Worship Service of
communal prayer using music, contemplation the spoken word, and
Holy Communion. Anyone and everyone is invited UCF is a campus
ministry located at the corner ot
Thurstm and Ridge Streets in Bowling Green

■

Travel

Wanted

'"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE1
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parlies
With 20. 01 Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife1
Ethics Award Winning Company!
wwwSpnnflBreakTravel.com

Need a female subleaser from Jan
lo May S250/mo plus util. Close to
campus on N Enterprise Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015
1-3 subleasers needed tor Spring 05
Own room Close to campus

I -800-678-6386

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
27
29
33
34
36
37
38
43
44

IMSPRING BREAK CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459* Tax! FLORIDA St 59'
Our Cancun Prices Are St 00 Less
Than Others' Book Now'
Includes Breaklasts. Dinners.
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www SpringBrRakTravel com

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 5300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

1-800-678-6386
»1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted t-800-2347007 endlesssummertours.com

S9/hour looking for a part-time driver Perrysburg to Bowling Green Will
provide vehicle, must have a valid
driver's
license,
no
driving
violations:
Breck (419) 874-5821
Breck8cub@AOL.com

"«1 Spring Break Website! Lowest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, gel 12th trip tree1 Group discounts lor 6.www,SBringBreakPJ5
counts.com or 800-838-8202
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's »1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call tor group discounts Info/Reservations 1 -800-648
4849 www.siaraYfll.com,
Spring Break 2005. Challenge find
a belter price' Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
wwwsunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Mirage Salon
354-2016
113 Railroad (Behind The Shed)
Come celebrate wilh us!
One Year Anniversary of our new
localion. Barbeque
Specials: S5 Men's haircuts
$10 Women's haircuts
One free tanning visit with hair
service November 2, 3, and 4.
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1

4 bdrm house. 2 baths. 2 car garage, pond. Available Nov. 16 or
next semester Call 419-494-8208

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts Starling 1/1/05.
low as $450 mo Rooms Avail now
lor $225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.

For Rent

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCYI
724 S. College Dr-2 BR unfurn apt
1 5 baths, starting at S425.'mo .
dep
S425 Tenant pays elec NO PETS1
Assigned parking
I Clough St.-2 BR unfurn apt
above garage. $490/mo plus all ulil
Deposit $490 NO PETS!
828 7th St. «2-2 BR unfurn apt
S475/mo. dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS'
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office Al (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E Woosler St
across from Taco Bell

1 bdrm subleaser start end of Dec
Very nice, renovated, very close to
campus and downtown Musi see'
Only $350 month. 419-308-3387

Apt for sublet, 215 E Poe Rd #36,
Evergreen Apts 419-308-2865, ask
tor Heather

pi

2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Available Immediately
Close lo campus 419-352-5239

Subleaser needed tor Hillcresl Apt's.
1082Slairview Ave..apt.T-8 ASAP
419-250-2501

"Now renting for 05-06^ch Yr
Houaata. Lg & Sm. Occupancy allowed for 3 to 8 students per unit
Also Apts all nexi lo campus. Listing Avail 24/7 @ 316 E Merry #3 or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm for info
Will mail
Very clean 2 bdrm. apt. No pets.
$500/mo. Manville Ave. Close to
campus Yr lease req Off street
parking 419-654-5716.

SERVING

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

• Convenient on-site parking
VAKtTYMUAM
*«»irmiMTs

Would like to
congratulate

Snr(«l:(l MM40. MB. 10.1S HottoKl
IrimUmtriwWaridrolktl*):
'1 351.4.J0.7 IS. 110:101
IlitCni4|>(K-1I|:(lSU4'SS./:».|N.O0l*>taHi
Shark tale IPG): I! 50( 4 as. 7JS, 19:40)
Surviving(hriitmatlUVHIM 40. 19 SOI MAmn
frldajMioJitlislmlK-HI:!! <M 700

H

'1

1990 Toyola Tercel
S800 OBO
419-353-9195

• Pets welcome

CINEMA 5

'.

For Rent

• Spacious kitchen

Sdiriul. Goad lor »»,M Hira 11/4/M

A IM S W E R S

For Rent

• Laundry facilities

«xx!un<IMi«H!*im9

50
51
52
54
56
59
60
61
62
63

Certain cotton fabrics
Utter sharply
Cry to be heard
& more
Second of two
mentioned
" and Louise"
Chalk remover
Makes roof repairs
Seeps
Tarot users
Temple athletes
Secular
Movie canine
Not counterfeit
Leppard

For Sale

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W. Dussel Or. Maumee.

Wait staff. Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

Mirage Salon
354-2016
113 Railroad (Behind Ihe shedl
Come celebrate with us1
(One year anniversary) of our new
location
Barbecue specials: S5 Men's haircuts, $10 women's haircuts
(one free tanning visit) with hair
service. November 2,3 and 4

_ Na Na
Guys
Send packing
Fringe
Lingo
Tempe sch.
Charlemagne's realm: abbr.
Bar
Actress Cameron
Refuse
Lanchester or Maxwell
Salinger character
One cubic decimeter
Part of USA
_ up (admit)
Operation reminders
"I Remember Mama"
character

40
41
42
47
48

Houn: llim - 9pm Mondiy Silurdiy
Delivery llim-9pm Monday - Silurdiy

1 bdrm subleaser needed.
Available mid-Dec. Rent negotiable.
Call 352-7994.

Motorola 60 I cell phone S30"""
Call for more Info.
419-341-0180.

DIVERSITY BOUTIQUE SALE
Bring your parent, get 15% oH.
excludes jewelry. Nov. 5 thru 7.

28
30
31
32
35
37
38
39

PASTA & SUBS

• Patio

Services Offered

45
46
47
49
53
55
57
58
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

13
21
22
26

-dalivtry iviilibU-

Tired of StVhr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indv'ls. w/
pos. attitude, great pay. Flex, schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc, interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18*. Conditions
oxisi to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134

Fuji Film Fine Pix S7000 + extras for
S550. Electnc scooter for £100 or
best offer. 513-267-1025

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today'
www.freecarkey.com

1

■

■ ■

7
8
9
10
11
12

1432 E. Wteifir, BG

'95 Dodge Avenger. White/gray, 2
door, CD player, 4 cylinder, automatic. 130 K. needs minor engine
work. $1,000. great deal' Call 513238-1663

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
EarnS15 - S125& more per survey'
www.moneytorsurveys.com

-

26

Flooded bottomlands
Harm
Humbled
Long skirt
Get outta here!
"Gangsta's Paradiserapper
Calls lily family
_-majesty
Information
Native Alaskan
Benjamin of Britain
Chord played lone by
tone
Part of a stable diet?
Seasonal song
987-65-4321 grp.
First governor of
Alaska
Carrier to Israel
Garry or Roger
Yelp from Fido
Gardener's tools
Top point
Biblical twin
Tibetan priest
Work out

(419) 352-4663

HELP-WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer (legible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon.
and evening shifts available Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is S6'hr
providing you work a minimum o! 15
hrs *Wk. Pick-up an application at
our office Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough St.. Bowling
Green. OH 43402. 419-354-2844

For Sale

Babysitter/tulor needed. 10 & 14 yr.
olds. Must have transportation,
weekends a must! Call Wonhee at
419-872-5586

ir
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Nanny needed for our 2 1/2 mo. old
girl 3 or 4 days a wk Educ major
and exp pref Monclova/Watervilie
area. Will require ref and background check Contacl Rachael at
419-810-0266.

Subleaser needed immed Move in
NOW!! S440/mo., turn , very close to
campus Lease ends in May. Call
anytime 513-829-9721

I

F

Thailand, once
Burn with hot liquid
19th-century actress Menken
Distaff hoops grp.
Chick of jazz
Former Italian currency
Comet rival
Drive, as from bed
Spot
Bar
Record intro?
Friend in Paris
Actors' platform
Passover meal
Invasion beach
Word with head or noodle
Mauna
Colombian gold
Director Kazan
Bar
Leafstalk angle
Dumbo's wing

419-265-0765.

1
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ACROSS

ROCK THE VOTE: An enthusiastic scarecrow sits in a rocking chair on a Chagrin Falls, Ohio lawn last week.

The BG News

I
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Entry level

HOLIDAY
HELP
• Great for students
• Earn $ for holidays
• Flexible schedule,
great pay
• Cust. Sales/service,
training provided
•All ages 18+,
conditions exist

— SINCE 1972

—

419 353 2277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

FEATURING

- FRESH -

Valerie fvrrest
arid

■ftlaina ftyva
on their pearlings!

i Sgunrar«S»nda?0n/r
II KHonimmiKii, wttnukr
Starting 11/5: ff axftfWfS
Starting 11/10; Tht Polat f.p.m

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY

■■SQUARE
APARTMENTS

Interview in Toledo
Work in BG area

Call Today
419-861-6134

PRIME RIB
I—

DAILY

—

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

419-353-7715 ?j|j

t oar iDwwi mrn s*us • NO MSSIS • •* surMSMftS
cinemark.com
mttll: SS 75

OPEH MONDAY\

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo. free trial. Chatrooms
for all Ohio colleges.
wwwsweetyfinder.com

■■lil'l'i'li'lil'li'l'!.!
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Cla-Zel
Theatre
"HERO"

"

starring Jet Li

H

-ft Student Night!
Wednesday is Sludeni ID Night
Jutt $3,751
fy
12 7 N. Main St. Downtown B.G

353-1361
www.cla-zel.tom

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

i--..'M.'.*-*m ■ii.'.*m.

'

KENTKEPUNGER

HOUSES!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

HititalVtaltmai UnlmMM

:

"■

I

MMIHMraa HIS

05 May 8c August
Leases Available

nMiMeutilM

WPtnttacMtaETSMK
I -8S IkMria Civic EX $7995
I 17IM* CMC EX AM S7795

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

I 'K ST Cai+8cy. anil 77K $4895

These houses won't
last long

«on,pisia§o

'.
■

UMiMm(2lr.)S3555 |
1

I

SAVE $200
WITH COUPON

fyy^

Brake Psds and Sho«s

Include* FREE Inspection

I '01 Civaler 50,000 rrt S8700

I
Fri6&8PM
I
" ^Sat3&5PM
- Sun-Thurs6&8PM '.

IB) HONDA.

I
STUDENT SPECIAL
|
.I.SW.CNHIW. M*,M4N15.

SATURDAY

Call TODAY!

talilnailNn
Hurry In An* Bmvl

C5
-iSt—

ON .ANY 4 TIRES

wru. MOT, ea SUT MY oouptmoa orra

Includes FREE
Alignment Check

•UP TO IM MIA*. VALUf PfH AXIE
HO CARRTOUT - LABOR EXTRA

633HE331

MM

55 9W|R.pjac^*aRfr_8_APPw Le.u/mf»jm m

•VM0; IWN; o, 10WS0 hKlwfW
Includ.. HUG Inspection

J9 jnjw •mwyitim.'l ■ Wjffijuia^
BEST DEAL
IN TOWN

rncuien

mmmuTosumcEmxs
ft* South Mala Straat - Ac roe. from

I
FROBOSK RENTALS

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation

ChatMbtUib*
oiifai on IK* tarn* u<* tn^wt—'t In
MicMfwi up to e moa

WrUMTUNDaOOS
OFTHIOimiMNCIl
Find More Coupon*. On-tine: Uwtircnum.com

FREE
Fluid 'Top-off ■'

•«»~» ■MM
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